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56th General Assembly 
Steering Committee 

Spring 2024, Session 21 

March 17th, 2024 

I. Opening 

a. Call to Order 

7:00pm 

b. Attendance  

8/9 members present 

c. Approval of Minutes 

Approved 

II. Updates 

a. Speaker Sarah Schmidt 

Transition meeting next week, the 27th, will be the meeting where we invite our newly 

elected senators. During that meeting I ask that all of the LC’s will just give an overview 

of your role and what your committee does so that the new senators can try to get an 

idea of what they might be interested in. 

Transition documents due before Steering on the 24th 

Committee meetings should have taken place, if you have not done so, make sure you do 

it by the 20th. I want good quality updates at the next meeting. 

Feedback on motions? 

Zoom link was owned by previous speaker, so we had to make a new one 

 



   
 

   

 

b. Parliamentarian Keyanah Peters 

No updates 

c. Secretary Mykenna Roy 

I'm still waiting for a couple of constituency reports, so please send a message in your 

committee group chats that remind everyone to send their constituency reports in to the 

Secretary. 

I plan to add something to the agenda. I don't know if you just got that e-mail, but it's 

former Senator Walkup’s anti-Doxxing resolution. Unfortunately, since she resigned, 

the resolution wasn't able officially pass the committees that it went through, which 

were health and safety where it was adjusted and then sent to student affairs.  

I motion to add A resolution to improve university anti-doxxing protocols to the agenda. 

Motion passes unanimously 

III. Business 

a. 56-R-34: A Resolution to Reestablish Transportation for 

Students to The Ohio State University Airport  

- Bernard: 150 students have no public transportation to the OSU airport , yet there 

used to be transportation. This resolution advocates to bring it back. 

- Q: Price: We cannot make amendments, right? 

- A: Schmidt: on the floor, we can 

Vaishampayan: I would like to hear Price’s proposed resolution  

Price: I wanted to ask about the 24/7 CABS on Demand bus stop at the OSU airport and 

whether they previously did it with an hourly bus stop 

Passes unanimously 

b. 56-R-35: A Resolution to Improve University Anti-Doxxing 

Protocols 

Roy: So this was Senator Walkup's resolution on behalf of Black Caucus and health and 

safety. They wanted to push a resolution to denounce doxxing on behalf of USG and to 



   
 

   

 

support the expansion of legal counsel, cybersecurity, education, and student counseling 

resources regarding instances of doxing. I am presenting this on her behalf, I did 

Q: Price: Can you break down the specific issue with doxxing and Ohio State? 

A: Roy: Within the resolution it talks about how there have been instances of 

undergraduate students who have gotten their addresses and phone numbers 

leaked, and they've received threatening phone calls and stuff like that, and the 

university does not currently have anti doxxing protocols and resources for those 

victims. The resolution is trying to bring awareness to that and to push the 

university to have resources available to their students.  

Resolution passes with 7-0-1 

IV. Announcements 

Schmidt: Price is sitting in as temp LC so Academic Affairs can have their meeting, but 

the election will still need to be held. Oversight vacancy is still open, election will take 

place. Bernard pulled his resolution on changing the bylaws. We are prepping for a 

potential crowd on Wednesday, I don’t know if that will happen for sure. If anyone has 

any idea when the results for the election are going to come out, can you please let me 

know? I am trying to plan for transition. 

V. Adjournment 

7:20pm 

 


